
P
ilots who have grown accus-
tomed to flying with up-to-the-
minute weather graphics and
information broadcast to the
cockpit through the XM or Sir-

ius satellite radio services are probably
aware that the companies successfully
completed their “merger of equals” last
year. The deal created a combined entity
called Sirius XM Radio Inc. that still oper-
ates very much as two separate services,
including providing weather data through
WxWorx over the XM satellites and WSI
InFlight using excess capacity on Sirius’s
network. Many may also have been follow-
ing subsequent stories about the fierce tug
of war over the company’s future as the
U.S.’s two biggest satellite television serv-
ices, Dish Network and DirecTV, battled
for control of Sirius XM. How the story
plays out could have a bearing on whether
Sirius XM survives and determine if the
weather data services will stay on the air.
For now, it appears pilots can breathe easy.

Liberty Media, the company that owns
DirecTV, has agreed to lend $530 million
to Sirius XM in exchange for a 40-percent
equity stake, saving the satellite radio
provider from possible bankruptcy and
blocking a takeover by Dish Network.
Charles Ergen, CEO of EchoStar, the com-
pany that operates Dish Network, had
been buying up Sirius XM debt in recent
months with the goal of taking control of
the company. Sirius XM chief executive
Mel Karmazin, in an attempt to prevent
that, had asked for debt help from
DirecTV head John Malone, and had also
threatened bankruptcy to keep Ergen from
wresting away control of the satellite radio
company. Investors who would have been
wiped out by a bankruptcy filing threat-
ened a lawsuit to oust Karmazin if he tried
to take that route. At press time, it
appeared that Sirius XM is safe for now

thanks to DirecTV’s debt aid.
But even if Chapter 11 protection or a

takeover eventually happens, the firms that
supply weather data to the cockpit insist
their services will remain up and running
through the turmoil. “There’s no question
that XM will be a viable delivery method
for our weather data for a long time to
come,” said Robert Baron, president and
founder of Baron Services, the company
behind the popular WxWorx offering. “The
response in the aviation community to XM
weather has been phenomenal. Tens of
thousands of pilots are using it. It’s impor-
tant to us, and it is important business to
Sirius XM.”

The satellite radio provider is currently
drowning in about $3.5 billion worth of
debt, meaning its long-term viability is by
no means assured. The company currently
has some 20 million subscribers paying
about $10 a month for its radio services, so
there is a strong impetus to see Sirius XM
survive in some form. Several more large
debt payments will come due in the coming
months, making the deal with Liberty
Media crucial for Sirius XM. Weather data
delivery probably isn’t even on the radar
screens of the key players involved in
deciding Sirius XM’s fate. Still, pilots who
are contemplating whether to invest in the
technology have a tough decision ahead.

Sirius or XM?
The good news is that the satellite radio

providers are facing the same fate, so the
decision about which service to choose can
be made based entirely on the merits of the
competing offerings. The WxWorx/XM
service is the more popular of the two, but
the WSI brand is better known among
pilots, especially those familiar with the PC-
based PilotBrief Pro service used at many
flight departments and FBOs. Each of the
airborne services offers a similar menu of

weather products, including Nexrad radar
graphics, Metars, TAFs, TFRs, sigmets and
airmets, winds and temperatures aloft and
other data depending on the service level.
Pricing for each starts at $29.99 per month
for basic services and goes up to $49.99 for
the mid-level services and, finally, $99.99
for the WxWorx Aviator Pro package or
$70.75 for WSI’s Premium service (see
comparison tables on page 48).

WxWorx on Wings, the name of the
airborne weather service that the XM
satellites transmit to the cockpit, is avail-
able using a variety of electronic flight
book (EFB) portable displays and hand-
held navigators as well as integrated
avionics systems such as Rockwell Collins
Pro Line 21, Avidyne Entegra, Garmin
G1000 and Honeywell Primus Epic.
Heads Up Technologies of Carrollton, Tex-
as, supplies the XM weather receiver,
which links through a Comant antenna to
provide graphical and text weather updates
across the continental U.S., Canada and
parts of the Caribbean.

Introduced in 2003, the WxWorx service
became an immediate hit with pilots, who
suddenly went from relying on spartan
request-reply data broadcast over aging
satellite networks like Orbcomm, to the
always-on XM service and its veritable fire
hose of information for an “all-you-can-
drink” price. The change was nothing short
of revolutionary, on par with other major
advancements in aviation safety like TCAS,
TAWS and GPS positioning. Now that
pilots have it, it’s not surprising that they’re
worried about having to fly without it.

Not long after WxWorx and XM joined
forces, WSI struck a deal with Sirius for
the broadcast of its weather data, which at
the time was being transmitted using
MSV satellites. WSI last year finally com-
pleted the migration of InFlight customers
who had been using the MSV-compatible

hardware to the new AV-300 and AV-350
satellite receivers that work with Sirius. A
company spokesman said more than 80
percent of the WSI InFlight customer base
made the switch, which was a much higher
number than had been expected. Since the
changeover, WSI has added around the
same number of customers it initially lost
in the switch, putting WSI back where it
was, in terms of the number of total
InFlight subscribers. 

Bolstering InFlight’s subscriber reten-
tion was Garmin’s release of software that
allows the WSI InFlight graphics to be
shown on the GMX200 multifunction dis-
play, which replaced the WSI-compatible
MX20. Another plus was Avidyne’s recent
release of software for its MFDs that sup-
ports Canadian weather and Metars and
TAFs from Canada down into the Carib-
bean and Central America.  

In the meantime, WSI released InFlight
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by Stephen Pope

Pilots can breathe a sigh of relief after
DirecTV comes to Sirius XM’s rescue 

Experts say the widespread use of satellite-delivered
weather datalink information is as important to air
safety as TCAS, TAWS and GPS navigation.

Cockpit
DatalinkWeather

WSI supplies European weather data through Iridium for Avidyne MLX770 users.

     



Version 4.2 display client software that
allows the services’ weather graphics to
appear on EFBs while improving the look
and feel of the interface and adding some
standard Windows functionality, the
spokesman said. This new software also
lets all InFlight subscribers access newer
features such as cloud tops, surface analy-
sis maps, enhanced lightning and current
icing severity. Around 10 percent of the
InFlight subscriber base has upgraded to
the new software, the spokesman added.

WSI has been able to improve its
lightning detection product through a
partnership with Toa Systems. The com-
panies have created the U.S. Precision
Lightning Network, which claims to have
two to three times the detection capabil-
ity of competing networks. The network
not only detects cloud-to-ground light-
ning but also displays cloud-to-cloud
strikes for a more complete lightning
picture, the spokesman said. By leverag-
ing the detection technology and combining
it with the latest Version 4.2 display
client software, WSI claims it can depict
lightning to one 100th of a degree of lati-
tude and longitude.

WSI also provides the weather informa-
tion for Avidyne’s MLX770 receiver,
capable of providing weather globally
through the Iridium satellite network. For
now, radar data available through the serv-
ice is limited to Western Europe, but
coverage of additional regions including
Australia and South America is planned,
and Metars and TAFs are available world-
wide. Last month, the European Aviation
Safety Agency approved installation of the
MLX770 transceiver in pressurized air-
craft, after granting an earlier approval for
non-pressurized aircraft. 

The MLX770 is initially designed to
interface with Avidyne’s EX500 and Ente-
gra systems. Avidyne is also working with
third-party display and EFB manufacturers
to develop interface compatibility for future
installations in Part 25 business jets. WSI
and Avidyne are working to expand the Ver-
sion 4.2 software into a dual-mode product
that would let operators of long-range

business jets use the WSI/Sirius service
in the U.S., Canada and the Caribbean
and then switch to the Iridium-based
service elsewhere. 

The list price for the MLX770 is
$11,995, including the antenna. Service
pricing is expected to be in the $70- to
$120-per-month range based on 10 hours
of flying per month. Unlike the always-on
XM- and Sirius-based services, MLX770
users must pay for access by the minute.

Comparing WxWorx
and WSI InFlight

When taking a closer look at what’s
offered with the WxWorx on Wings and
WSI InFlight services, one finds that the
features are fairly similar. WSI offers light-
ning in its Basic package while WxWorx
holds that information back until sub-
scribers purchase the mid-Aviator level.
But WxWorx substitutes city forecasts in
its lower-tier Aviator LT package and offers
a longer menu of features with its Aviator
and Aviator Pro plans, such as Pireps
(available at the Aviator level) and visibil-
ity, convective outlooks and hurricane
tracks (Aviator Pro).   

A notable difference between the two
services–and the one that subscribers prob-
ably wonder about most–is WSI’s use of
so-called NOWrad radar versus WxWorx’
Nexrad composite mosaic view. Here’s a
breakdown of how the techniques differ:
WSI uses only base reflectivity (that is, the
first tilt angle of the radar) while WxWorx
uses a vertical composite that combines a
number of different tilt angle sweeps and
puts them into a single picture. There are
pluses and minuses to each technique. But
first it’s important to understand that a
Nexrad radar makes many “cuts” of the
atmosphere at different tilt angles (up to
16), while constantly relaying updated
information back to the weather service
providers. This is the reason it takes about
five minutes for a radar site to perform a
complete sweep of the atmosphere. 

The primary range of each Nexrad site
is 125 nm. Using a single image from the
radar’s base reflectivity sweep, as WSI

does, provides a “snapshot” of the atmos-
phere that provides a good view of
precipitation and also of storm gradient,
or the area where precipitation changes
from light to heavy. If the physical dis-
tance in an area of storm gradient is short,
pilots can expect strong shear. WSI’s
mosaic also takes the normal range of
each Nexrad radar site and adds to it the
extended range. This expands the effective

range of each site from 125 nm to more
than 215 nm. The technique is claimed to
provide a more complete radar mosaic in
the mountainous western region (although
still not perfect) and offshore.

The WxWorx philosophy is a bit differ-
ent. Every five minutes its network goes
out and grabs the current sweep of each of
the nation’s 171 Nexrad radars at several
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Only a few years ago pilots were more
likely to rely on airborne weather radar
and reports from flight service and other
pilots to gauge where dangerous storms
lurked. Thanks to inexpensive datalink
weather options and a growing choice of
avionics to support these services,
aviators today have access to the same
weather information in flight as they do
on the ground. The popular XM/WxWorx
service is available on everything from
portable MFDs like the Garmin GPSMap
696, below, to high-end integrated
avionics systems, such as Honeywell’s
Primus Epic, right, and Rockwell Collins’s
Pro Line 21, below right.

While it might be a name unfamiliar to many pilots, Baron
Services is well known in meteorology circles. The company was
originally formed out of a research project with NASA in the late
1980s that dealt with reporting of highly localized lightning data.
Baron later expanded the display technology, incorporating radar
data to create its first storm-tracking system. The storm tracker
was unique in that it was the first to show storms at a localized
level with estimated times of arrival for a given community. It
was also the first tracking system to combine radar imagery with
lightning data. 

In the mid-1990s Baron expanded into the display and analysis
of Nexrad radar data, the Internet display of weather information,
and later into the development of an in-house line of radars called
XDD (Xtreme Digital Definition) that are used today by a number of
TV stations. More recently, the company received a government
contract to upgrade 171 Nexrad sites operated by the National
Weather Service, FAA and Department of Defense using so-called

dual-polarization technology, intended to provide improvements in
rainfall estimation and hail detection and more accurately portray
rain showers and falling snow.

Through a partnership with L-3 Communications, Baron Ser-
vices recently completed the critical design review phase of the
National Weather Service’s Nexrad upgrade to the dual-polarization
technology. In preparation for testing scheduled to start next month,
the L-3/Baron team is assembling components for those first radar
site enhancements. The two companies presented the results of a
year-long design phase to more than 100 government officials last
October as part of the $43 million government contract. 

The dual-polarimetric radar technology Baron Services has
patented sends out two beams, one in the horizontal plane and the
other in the vertical. The radar listens for those separate signals to
come back and measures the difference between what is received
vertically versus horizontally. That allows for highly accurate pro-
cessing capable of determining what kind of precipitation the beam

is striking, whether it is small or large raindrops, ice, snow or hail.
That hasn’t been possible with conventional Nexrad radar. The dual-
polarimetric radar will also will be more precise in discovering
where icing conditions exist.

There is a lot of discussion about what to do in the NextGen
era with regard to weather detection capability. The biggest con-
cern at this point, said Baron Services founder Robert Baron,
should be in filling gaps that exist in radar information, mainly in
the west where mountains block the radar beam. “There are
many locations where we’re not getting 100-percent radar cover-
age,” he said. “The solution is adding radar sites. They don’t
even have to be big Nexrad radars. We could have what used to
be called ‘gap fillers.’” There are a handful of such radars in use
today, Baron said, adding that while the government has done a
good job of placing Nexrad radars in locations that minimize cov-
erage gaps, these smaller units could help “fill in the picture,” in
areas where coverage is lacking. –S.P.

Building a Better Nexrad Radar

Continues on next page u
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different heights, including the data
for five minutes of prior sweeps.
Computer algorithms create a com-
posite image of all sweeps at each
point, looking at the highest reflectiv-
ity for a given location. This provides
a little bit too much information, how-
ever, giving the XM/ WxWorx display
a tendency to show the weather as
being more imposing than it really is. 

Detractors say this composite view

of the weather can look “smeared”
because it combines many different
sweeps. Pilots can think of it a bit like
taking a time-exposure photograph
and leaving the shutter open for five
minutes. WxWorx admits the WSI
view is sharper, but says it prefers the
composite mosaic because it provides
more cuts of the atmosphere and, con-
sequently, more information. “We’re
okay with showing too much infor-
mation to pilots,” said WxWorx’
Baron, a private pilot with multi-
engine and instrument ratings. “In
fact, I prefer it that way.” 

With both services, a picture from
all Nexrad sites is blended together
into a national mosaic of the entire
U.S. Some parts of this mosaic will be
five minutes old, and some more
recent. It takes 15 to 20 seconds for the
weather data to travel from the radar
site to the satellite and back down to
the cockpit. This means that within 30

seconds the pilot has on his cockpit
display some information that is less
than a minute old and some that is as
old as five or six minutes. This fresh
information then decays in the cockpit
for another five minutes, meaning data
that the pilot sees on the display can
actually be 10 or 11 minutes old. 

Connecting with
FlightDeck Connect

WxWorx and WSI are in the spot-
light for good reason when discussing
weather datalink options, but they are
still relative newcomers compared
with Universal Weather & Aviation,
which has served as business aviation’s
global airborne weather link for years.
The company’s FlightDeck Connect
service offers aircraft equipped with
datalink receivers and satcom or VHF
transceivers, a wide range of graphi-
cal weather information, including
Nexrad images over the continental
U.S., and worldwide turbulence, icing,
graphical Metars and winds aloft. 
The service also allows users to send
and receive text messages in the cock-
pit using the FMS CDU. 

z Iridium To Replace Lost Satellite
Iridium said it has begun taking steps to replace 

a lost communication satellite with one of eight 
in-orbit spares. The collision of a 2,000-pound
decommissioned Russian satellite with the smaller
Iridium craft on February 10 created a swirling field of
debris but left only a tiny gap in Iridium’s 66-satellite
constellation, resulting in brief outages for some
customers. Due to the “mesh” design of the Iridium
network few customers are affected, according to a
spokeswoman. Iridium anticipates the spare satellite
will be in place by the end of the month. Russia’s
Cosmos 2251 communications satellite–launched in
1993 but out of service since 1995–collided with the
1,234-pound Iridium 33 satellite at 11:55 a.m. EST at
an altitude of 490 miles. After losing contact with the
satellite, Iridium alerted the U.S. Air Force, which
operates a space surveillance network responsible
for tracking some 19,000 orbital objects, some as
small as a baseball. According to NASA, the Russian
satellite drifted down from a higher orbit, placing it in
the path of the Iridium satellite. Although this was the
first known collision between two intact satellites, 
the agency said it probably won’t be the last.  

z FlightSafety Adds SV-PFD
to G450/550 Simulator 
FlightSafety International has commissioned the

first Gulfstream G450/550 simulator equipped with 
the synthetic vision-primary flight display (SV-PFD).
Specific additional training in the use of SV-PFD
(which overlays a computer-generated view of the
outside world on the flight displays) isn’t required by
the FAA, but pilots have been asking for the chance to
become familiar with the technology in the simulator.
The SV-PFD software is offered as an optional
upgrade of the airplanes’ Honeywell PlaneView
cockpit. The interchangeable level-D simulator located
at the FlightSafety learning center in Savannah, Ga.,
can be used for training across the full line of in-
production large-cabin Gulfstream business jets. 

z Duncan Adds Pro Line 21 to 50EX
Duncan Aviation has certified a Rockwell Collins

Pro Line 21 upgrade in the Dassault Falcon 50EX. The
upgrade interfaces with the airplane’s existing Pro Line
4 avionics package, using original sensors, radios 
and autopilots. The upgrade provides full Pro Line 21
functionality, including access to graphical weather,
electronic charts, airport diagrams, enhanced maps
and WAAS LPV approach capability. Duncan has
certified Pro Line 21 systems in the Falcon 50EX,
Hawker 800A, Hawker 800XP and Astra 1125. The
Lincoln, Neb.-based company is planning a similar
upgrade package for the Falcon 2000 later this year.

z Bombardier EVS Approved for 
100-foot Landing Credit in Europe
Bombardier last month said its Global business 

jets have gained European operational credit for
approaches to a 100-foot decision height when pilots
use infrared enhanced-vision systems (EVS) and head-
up displays. The approval by the European Aviation
Safety Agency follows similar endorsements from
Transport Canada and the FAA. Pilots flying Globals
equipped with the CMC Electronics EVS integrated
with Rockwell Collins head-up guidance systems may
descend an additional 100 feet above the runway on
straight-in instrument approaches if they can see the
landing environment using the EVS. They must then be
able to see the runway unaided to land. –Stephen Pope

N E W S  U P D AT E

Universal Weather & Aviation’s FlightDeck
Connect service offers aircraft equipped

with datalink receivers and satcom or VHF
transceivers a wide range of graphical
weather information, including Nexrad

images over the continental U.S.,
worldwide turbulence, icing, graphical

Metars and winds aloft data. The service
also allows users to send and receive text

messages using an FMS CDU like this
Universal Avionics unit. 

WSI InFlight

Basic Standard Premium
$29.99 $49.99 $70.75

WSI NOWrad t t t

Precipitation type t t t

Lightning t t t

TFRs t t t

TAFs t t t

Metars t t t

Radar summary t t

Winds aloft t t

Temperatures aloft t t

Sigmets t t

Airmets t t

Canadian radar t t

Cloud tops t t

Surface analysis t t

Pireps t

Icing t

WxWorx on Wings

Aviator LT Aviator Aviator Pro
$29.99/mo. $49.99/mo. $99.99/mo.

Nexrad radar t t t

Precipitation type t t t

City forecasts t t t

TFRs t t t

TAFs t t t

Metars t t t

Canadian wx warnings t t

Winds aloft t t

Lightning t t

Airmets t t

Sigmets t t

Echo tops t t

Freezing level t t

Severe storm tracks t t

Surface analysis maps t t

Satellite mosaic t t

Aireps t t

Pireps t t

Aviation wx watches t t

Turbulence t

Icing t

Supercooled large droplets t

Convective outlook t

Mesoscale discussions t

Visibility t

Hurricane track t

It takes about 20 seconds for XM or Sirius
data from a Nexrad radar site to reach the
cockpit, but the information can be several
minutes old because of the time it takes a
radar site to complete a full sweep of the sky.
Experts say the information should be used
for strategic rather than tactical planning.
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FlightDeck Connect is compatible with a
range of avionics from a variety of manufac-
turers, including the Honeywell CMU Mark
II, Acars MU; Universal Avionics UniLink
UNS-series FMS; Teledyne Controls Tele-
Link (BBJ and Global Express); Rockwell
Collins Pro Line 21 with the CMU 4000,
DLM 900 and CMU 900; and other open-
architecture Acars units. 

The service displays high-resolution
color weather graphics showing IR Satel-
lite, significant weather, icing, turbu-
lence, winds and temperatures aloft,
IFR/MVFR, U.S. Nexrad composite radar
and radar tops and movement. Text
weather includes terminal weather re-
ports, winds aloft, sigmets and pireps.
FlightDeck Connect also includes a flight
plan recall function (uplinked in the re-
quired format to the FMS), free text mes-
saging from the aircraft to any fax, e-mail
or wireless device with e-mail capability
and free text messaging to the aircraft
from any computer or wireless device
with Internet/e-mail capability.

Additional capabilities of the Universal
Weather service include automatic posi-
tion reporting, automatic message for-
warding of aircraft flight messages
(including delay reports, diversion reports,

ETA reports, position reports, On/Off
reports) to any fax and/or e-mail address,
pre-departure clearances, automated
oceanic clearances, digital ATIS and ter-
minal weather reports. 

A Global View with Honeywell GDC
Another option for obtaining weather

data after takeoff is tapping into Honey-
well’s Global Data Center (GDC), which
provides a range of aviation and plain-lan-
guage weather information products that
includes text weather information spanning
Metars, TAFs, Pireps, Notams, Sigmets,
digital ATIS, terminal weather, winds and
temperatures aloft forecasts, area forecasts,
route weather briefings, metro and state
forecasts and passenger weather briefings.

Graphical weather products include
Nexrad radar images, high- and low-level
significant weather prognostics, winds 
and temperatures aloft forecast charts and
weather depiction charts, among others.
Weather graphics via datalink can be sent
and received using an upgraded AFIS data
management unit interfaced with either a
Honeywell FMZ-2000 series FMS with 6.0
(or higher) software and a CD-820 CDU or
with a Global GNS-XLS enhanced FMS and
remote processing unit. Available weather
graphics products include U.S. national
and regional Nexrad maps, U.S. Metar
charts, worldwide high-level significant
weather prognostics, and worldwide winds
and temperatures aloft forecast charts. o
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Winter weather, freezing temperatures and
snow, wind or thunderstorms can add signifi-
cantly to a flight crew’s stress level. And
obtaining accurate and precise weather informa-
tion is essential, not only for getting there safely,
but also for calculating the optimal route in terms
of time saved and fuel burned. Many weather
tools are of limited use for flight planning
because they focus only on the weather that’s
happening on the ground. Nexrad radar does an
adequate job of scanning the sky for precipita-
tion, but to get a really good idea of what’s
happening aloft there’s nothing like being there.

To improve forecasts along its routes, more
than 280 airplanes in Lufthansa’s fleet can now
collect weather data for Germany’s National
Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst).
Lufthansa Systems, which is responsible for the
coordinating data flow, developed the software
used for processing the data that is collected in
flight and transferring it back to the ground. 

Called aircraft meteorological data relay
(Amdar), the German system collects weather
data during flight in similar fashion to NASA’s
tropospheric airborne meteorological data
reporting (Tamdar) program, which uses sen-
sors and data transceivers on Northwest
Airlink’s Saab 340 fleet to send real-time
weather data back to the ground.

LH Passage, LH Cargo, LH Cityline and the
German government have been working with
Lufthansa Systems on the project for several
years. Each day, around 950 queries are sent
to aircraft and some 28,000 weather reports
are prepared for meteorologists. They feed the
Amdar data into weather prediction computers
that calculate forecasts for all German airports
and along Lufthansa routes. The data is also
distributed to weather service providers
worldwide. The ICAO World Area Forecast
Centers in London and Washington, D.C., also
use the Lufthansa Amdar data for forecasting
upper-level winds and temperature, which are
used by Lufthansa’s forecasting center for
route optimization.

Amdar units installed in each airplane record
and transmit barometric pressure, air temperature
and wind speed. Because the aircraft are already
equipped with measuring devices to record the
data, no special weather sensors are required.
Meteorologists can request data from any
Lufthansa airplane at any time after takeoff. The
requests are initiated on board using satcom and
are also sent out at the specified time intervals. 

Lufthansa says use of Amdar is allowing
the airline to reduce delays, save fuel, avoid
bad weather and provide pilots with better
route forecasts.  –S.P.

Lufthansa’s Flying Weather Stations
Cockpit

DatalinkWeather
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